Abstract-Bayesian neural networks were used to model the relationship between input parameters, Democracy, Allies, Contingency, Distance, Capability, Dependency and Major Power, and the output parameter which is either peace or conflict. The automatic relevance determination was used to rank the importance of input variables. Control theory approach was used to identify input variables that would give a peaceful outcome. It was found that using all four controllahle variahls Democracy, Allies, Capability and Dependency; or using only Dependency or only Capabilities avoids all the predicted conflicts.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent developments in the liberal peace literature has underlined the importance of treating international conflicts as complex phenomena which displays non-linear patterns of interactions. In this paper, conflict between two states is defined as the threat to use military force or a display of military force, which is conducted in an explicit and overtly non-accidental way [I] . The idea of modeling interstate disputes has challenged the restrictive linear and fixed effect assumptions that have dominated political science. Building on the existing peace theory [2] more interpretations have been suggested and more complex statistical models that are better equipped to deal with the monotonic features of conflict data have been proposed. From the explanation side the relationships between dyadic attributes, which are two states parameters deemed to influence militarized interstates disputes (MIDs), have been interpreted as highly interdependent. MID is defined in this paper as the outcome of interstate interaction and can be either peace or conflict. Beck et al.
[3] interpret the dyadic attributes as parameters that create a pre-scenario probability of military conflict. This position has been recently confirmed by Lagazio and Russet 141. Their analysis stresses that low levels of the key variables (economic interdependence, democracy, and shared membership in international organizations) together with distance, relative power, and alliances interact to create multiplicative effects that enhance the likelihood of a dispute, but high levels of those variables do not have the same multiplicative effect on peace. Relative power seems also to exert a strong influence on dispute outcomes when non-democracies are involved but this influence may be much weaker when democracies settle their disputes 151. Special interstate dependency also needs to be taken into consideration. Having states experiencing conflicts as neighbors may increase the negative influence of some of the dyadic attributes, while having democracies as neighbors may reduce it 161.
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In this paper Bayesian neural networks, that are applied using Monte Carlo methods and Gaussian methods [7] [8] [9] , are used to model the relationships between liberal variables and the MID. Liberal variables are variables such as economic interdependence and democracy, while the MID is 0 for peace or I for conflict. Neural networks have been used before to model complex interrelationships between dyadic parameters and the MID [3, 4, 10] . We also use the Automatic Relevance Determination (ARD) to rank the liberal variables in the order of their influence on the MID [ 111. Finally, we introduce a new approach of using traditional control theory to the control of interstate conflict.
MODELING OFCONRiCT

A. Modeling Data
This section describes the liberal variables and MID data that are used to construct a neural network model. In this analysis we use four variables associated with realist analysis and three "Kantian" variables 112-131. The first variable is Allies, a binary measure coded I if the members of a dyad are linked by any form of military alliance 0 in the absence of military alliance. Contingency is also binary, coded 1 if both states share a common boundary and 0 if they do not, and Distance is the logarithm to the base I O of the distance in kilometers between the two states' capitals. Major Power is a binary variable, coded 1 if either or both states in the dyad is a major power and 0 if neither are super powers. Capabiliiy is the logarithm to the base IO of the ratio of the total population plus number of people in urban areas plus industrial energy consumption plus iron and steel production plus number of military personnel in active duty plus military expenditure in dollars in the last 5 years measured on stronger country to weak country. The variable Democracy is measured on a scale where 10 is an extreme democracy and -10 is an extreme autocracy and taking the lowest value of the two countries. The :ra;her'(han'. ,its.continuation. . , where The cost-entropy function was used because of its classification advantages [ 141 and the weight-decay for the prior distribution was assumed because it penalises weights of large magnitudes. In equation 3, n is the index for the training pattem, hyperparameter pis the data contribution to the error, k is the index for the output units, tnk is the target output corresponding to the nlh training pattern and kth output unit and ynk is the corresponding predicted output. The parameter rg is hyperparameter and it determines the relative contribution of the regularisation term on the training error. In equation 3 the hyperparameters may he set for groups of weights. Equation 3 can be solved in two ways: by using Taylor expansion and approximating it by a Gaussian distribution and applying the evidence framework [9] or by numen.cally sampling the posterior probability using Monte Carlo method [SI. In this paper both approaches are pursued and the two formulations are compared in the context of the conflict modelling problem. (w,,,,,p,,, ,J.. Here p is the momentum vec described. in detail i.n. Neal [71, 6 is a chosen. fixed step, size and k is the number chosen. from a u,niform distri,bution and l.ies between 0 and 1; and (3) Reject or accept (wmh,pr,J using the Metropolis criterion [ 181. In the Metropolis criterion, if the current posterior probability given the weights and the data. is, higher than the previous posterior probabikly then accept the new sample otherwise accept i t with a. low probabjlity,
E. Neural Network Results and Model Interpretation
Neural networks methods were. Table I give a true positive rate of approximately 71% for Gaussian approximation and 73% for the HMC method. A true negative rate is defined as the proportion of negative cases that are classified correctly. The true negative rate calculated from Table I indicates that both methods give a rate of 74% even though the HMC performed marginally better than the Gaussian approximation. However, the HMC was found to be marginally more accurate than the Gaussian approximation. The results in this table show that the HMC is marginally more accurate than the Gaussian approximation. This is primarily due to the fact that the Gaussian approximation is generally not as valid as the Monte Carlo approach [14] . We now interpret the causal model, given by the neural networks developed in this paper. The interpretation of the causal hypotheses represented by a trained neural network is a complex exercise for several reasons. First, neural network models encode their knowledge across hundreds or thousands of parameters (weights) in a distributed manner. These parameters embed the relationships between the input variables and the dependent output. The sheer number of parameters and their distributed structure make the task of extracting knowledge from the network a difficult one. Second, the weight parameters of a multi-layer network usually represent non-linear and non-monotonic relationships across the variables, making it difficult to understand both the relative contributions of each single variable and their dependencies. When analyzing the causal relationships between input and output variables, the neural network shows that when the dyadic Democracy variable is increased from a minimum to a maximum, while the remaining variables are set to a minimum, then the outcome moves from conflict to peace. When all the variables were set to a maximum then the outcome was peace. When all the parameters were set to a minimum then the possibility of war was 52%. When one of the variables was set to a minimum and the rest set to a maximum, then it was observed that the outcome was also always peace. When each variable was set to a maximum and the remaining variables set to a minimum then the outcome was peace except when the variable was either Contingency or Major Power.
F. Influence of Model Parameters using the Automatic Relevance Determination (ARD)
This section introduces and implements the ARD to understand the influence of the input parameters on the MID.
The ARD model [9. 111 is a Bayesian model that is used to determine the relevance of each input on the output. The ARD is constructed by assigning a different hyperparameter to each input variable and estimating the hyperparameters using a Bayesian framework. The input weights that have higher hyperparameters are not influential and have less effect on the output than the lower hyperparameters.
In this paper the ARD is used to rank liberal variables with regards to their influence on the MID. The ARD was implemented, the hyperparameters calculated and then the inverse of the hyperparameters was calculated and the results are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3 indicates that the Dependency variable has the highest influence, followed by Capability, followed by Democrncy and then Allies. The remaining three variables, i.e. Contingency. Distance and Major Power, have similar impact although it is smaller in comparison with other four liberal variables. The results in Figure 3 indicate that all the liberal variables used in this paper influence the conflict and peace outcome. Thus the proximity, alliance, and power play a part in providing opportunities and incentives for interstate action and therefore have some effects on the peace or conflict between states. Overall, the results, first, supports the theory of democratic peace which claims that democracies never go to war [ 5 ] . In Figure 3 it is clear that Democracy is a major factor on interstate peace and conflict. Second, the liberal peace theory that economic interdependence promotes peace is demonstrated in Figure 3 by the liberal parameter Dependency [ZO]. However, three variables, Logdistance, Contingency, and Major Power, cannot he ignored. For example the distance between countries is an important variable with regards interstate disputes. For example, Swaziland and Bahamas have a lower probability of going to wars, primarily, because they are so far apart. However, the influence of Major Power cannot be ignored because powerful countries have the capacity to engage in distant conflicts. In summary, the relationship of democracy and interdependence and interstate conflicts is to some extent mediated by both the dyadic balance of power and geographical proximity.
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CONTROL OF CONFLICT
Now that we have developed a model that predicts the MID given liberal variables, the next step is to use this model to identify a set of liberal variables that ensure that the outcome is the desired one. The whole rationale behind the development of the interstate dispute prediction model is to maximize the occurrence of peace. This is achieved in this paper by applying control theory to conflict resolution. Control theory has been used to control many complex problems. A literature review on the application of control system, to solving complex problems, can be found in [21] . This paper reviews recent developments of bioprocess engineering that include the monitoring of the product formation processes. It also reviews the advanced control of indirectly evaluated process variables by means of state estimation using structured and hybrid models, expert systems and pattern recognition for process optimization. Control system theory has been applied to aerospace engineering to actively control the pressure oscillations in combustion chambers [22] . Genetic algorithms and fuzzy logic have been successfully used to control the load frequency in PI controllers [23] . Plant growth has been optimally controlled using neural networks and genetic algorithms [24] and fuzzy control has been used for active management of queuing problem [25] . Other applications of applications of control methods to complex systems may be found in 126.281. In this paper, we use control system theory for the first time to control interstate conflict. This is conducted by identifying controllable liberal variables that will give a peaceful outcome. To achieve this, the cost function is defined as the absolute value of the neural network prediction, which should be as close as possible to zero, i.e. absolute peace. Two approaches are used and these are: a single strategy approach where only one controllable liberal variable is used and a multiple strategy where all the controllable variables are used. Of the 7 liberal variables discussed earlier in the paper, there are only 4 that are controllable and these are: Democracy, Allies, Capability and Dependency.
In this paper, the control system model consists of three components. These are: the feed-forward neural network that takes the liberal variables and predict the MID as well as the optimizer which is activated only if the predicted outcome is war, and therefore undesirable, and its function is to identify the controllable input parameters that predict peace. The approach is illustrated in Figure 4 . The optimizer can be any nonlinear function minimization method. In this study the Golden Section Search (GSS) method [29, 30] was used for single strategy and Simulated Annealing (SA) [31] was used for the multiple strategy approach. The use of the GSS method is primarily because of its computational efficiency. It should be noted here that other methods such as the conjugate gradient method, scaled conjugate methods or genetic algorithm may also be used to give the same results [29] . On implementing the control strategies the Bayesian neural networks that implement HMC for training was used. The control approach was implemented to achieve peace for the conflict data in the test set. There are 192 conflict outcomes in the test set of which 286 were classified correctly using the HMC trained neural networks (see Table I ). Therefore, in this paper we control 286 conflict outcomes by identifying the J Bayesian Networks Ncural   Fig. 4 The results showing the liberal variables that gave conflict outcome, and the liberal variables obtained using a single strategy and a multiple strategy methods to obtain a peaceful outcome are shown in Figure 6 . This figure shows that both approaches can give the same outcome. Therefore, the user of the proposed method should decide which approach is the most convenient with regards to the ease of use. Now that we have discussed the controllable liberal variables and the results of various control strategies, we now discuss how these variables can be controlled. There are various ways in which Democracy can be controlled and these include linking aid with democracy, pressure of the public opinion, support for opposition groups and embargoes. The variable Allies can be controlled by making alliances easier to enter, making them easier to implement and profitable.
The variable Capability can be controlled by increasing military expenditure and militarization. The variable Dependency can be controlled by increasing trade and economic links. It is observed, in this paper, that an efficient approach to increasing peace in the world is to increase Democracy, Dependency, Capability and Alliances in countries. We, therefore, recommend to all policy makers that the process of increasing Democracy, Dependency, Capability and Alliances be put in practice to promote world peace. 
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper Bayesian neural networks were used to model the relationships between input variables, Democracy, Allies, Contingency, Distance, Capability, Dependency as well as Major Power and output which may either he peace or conflict. Gaussian approximation to the posterior probability and hybrid Monte Carlo (HMC) were used to train the neural networks and it was found that the HMC is marginally more accurate than the Gaussian approximation. The automatic relevance determination was used to rank the importance of each input variable and it was found that Dependency carry the most weight, then Capability, then Democracy and then Allies. Two control approaches were used to identify input variables that give peaceful outcome. The single strategy approach was implemented using golden section search method and simulated annealing was used for the multiple strategy approach. It was observed that using all four controllable liberal variables simultaneously or only using Dependency or using only Capability avoids all the previously predicted conflicts; followed by using only Democracy (90%) and then Allies (77%).
